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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we present a strategy of Arabic words recognition by combining two 
levels which are based on global and analytical approaches according to the topological 
properties of Arabic handwriting. In the first level (global), we consider the visual 
indices which can be generated by: diacritics and strokes (denoted tracing) that form the 
main shapes of the word. Each word is described as a sequence of visual indices which 
is treated by a "global" classifier based on Hidden Markov Model (HMM). In the 
second level, the word is segmented into graphemes, then each grapheme is transformed 
into a HMM observation by a vector quantization phase. An analytical HMM is 
developed in order to manage the observation sequences. At this level the diacritics are 
not taken in consideration which allows to reduce the number of estimated character 
models. Finally we combine the two approaches to decide on the class of an unknown 
word. In fact, the global model serves as a filter. It produces a set of hypotheses to the 
analytical model, which in turns, defines and outputs the final decision. 

Key words: Arabic handwriting recognition, character and cursive scripts recognition, 
visual indices, HMM modeling, classifier combination, hybrid approach. 

1. In troduct ion  

Since the appearance of the machine, man has been trying to mimic his own behaviour. 
The need to understand how he functions, pushed him to model mechanically not only his 
motion, but also the way he thinks. This curiosity reached the field of pattern recognition, 
and in particular automatic reading, and gave birth to hundreds of research studies [1]. Our 
main interest is the optical reading of Arabic cursive handwriting. Arabic is the official 
script of Arabic and Persian countries which places it in a fairly high position on the 
ranking of the world mostly used scripts. Still, the number of studies done on the field of 
Arabic writing recognition is relatively low [2-3]. Because the Arabic writing is based on 
an alphabet and rules different from those of Latin, it makes it a foreign writing for the 
majority of our scientific community. 
Handwriting recognition is based mainly on two types of approaches: global and 
analytical. However, each approach has its advantages and its disadvantages. In the 
literature, we find a thorough research works treating combination of classifiers in case 
of character recognition [4-5]. However research works treating the strategy of 
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combining classifiers for word recognition are less frequent [6-7]. In our application, we 
find in the combination of different classifiers a solution to extract complementary 
information. Consequently this combination might improve the performances of the 
developed handwritten word recognition system in the case of a complex problem with a 
large number of word classes (232). 
This paper is divided into two main parts, we introduce in the first part the different 
visual indices used for the word coding and the global modeling of handwriting. The 
second part deals with the analytical approach which is the core of our final system. For 
both modeling levels (global and analytical), we adopted Hidden Markov Models 
(HMMs). We terminate this paper by discussing results of the decision level (strategy of 
classifiers combination) and we give a general conclusion. 

2. Visual Aspect of the Arabic Handwriting: The Global Approach 

This approach has as goal to describe the word (as a global entity) by a sequence of 
visual indices. So, first we detect the information zones in the word. This phase is 
achieved by the extraction of the image external contours. These components represent 
two types of image information: tracings (strokes, see Fig. l-b) and diacritics [8], (Fig. 
l-c). 

_ 

(a) (b) (e) 

Fig. 1. Detection and separation of information zones of the image: (a) word image; (b) external 
contours of tracings; (c) diacritics (dots). 

2.1 Visual indices extraction 

We def'me the set of visual indices extracted from the tracing zone and the diacritics. 

2.1.1 Zones of tracings 

It contains the majority of the image information (word). The visual indices from this 
zone are of two types, defined as regularities and singularities [9]. The first type groups 
indices extracted from the middle zone: (Fig. 2.) loops, valleys and inter-tracing spacing 
(noted by "#"); the second type includes the prominent features: alifs, ascenders, 
descendents and tanks [10]. 

ascender Prominent Zone 

~, Middle Zone 
,'--'/ ? 

tank 'fl ~.. valley Prominent Zone 
descender 

Fig. 2. Different Visual Indices extracted from the tracing zone. 
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2.1.2 Diacritics 

Diacritics are frequently used in Arabic script. The most pertinent ones are dots (single 
or multiple) because distinguish characters having the same main body. Multiple dots 
come in two types: double (Fig. 3-b) and triple (Fig. 3-c). In the case of handwriting, the 
diacritics are complex that we decompose each of these two types into their number of 
single dots. To ref'me the word description and to increase our information about the 
word, we separate detected diacritics (dots) into two distinct visual indices according to 
their relative position to the baseline. 

"b" (0 ~ )  

(c) 
Fig. 3. Detected diacritics: (a) simple dots (b) double dots (e) triple dot shapes. 

2.1.3 Global Markovian Modeling 

At this level, the visual indices described above represent the set of features used in 
word description. The words are represented by a chronological observation sequence 

yt r (visual indices, see Fig. 4). The description direction follows the classical Arabic 
reading/writing direction, which is from right to left. The management of these 
observation sequence is based on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). 

The~ns~ of the description 

T~/As/a/D,/Ud/WUdH/X (- J j t ~ . . . a t ~ _ . . g ~  

Y~ = ( Y I , Y  2 ..... YT-I,Yr ) with T = 9 in this particular case 

Fig. 4. Examples of word presentation as a sequence of visual indices: As: ascender; 
Ds: descender; Ud: upper-dot ; L : loop ; V: valley ; Ta : tank ; #: inter-trace spacing. 

HMMs are soft elastic models widely used in speech recognition [1 I], and also in 
writing recognition [12-14]. This modeling tolerates variability in the writing, and 
adapts perfectly to our type of data. The only problem is that we have a relatively large 
lexicon (232 classes of words), and few samples per word classes. 

In this paper, the "global" HMM of the word class co i is noted • =(Ai,Bi,17~). The 

used models have classical right to left topology and they are trained by Baum-Welch 
algorithm. At this level, our goal is to build a pre-ctassification module, 
The classifier appropriated is Maximum Likelihood (ML) module based on this HMM 
global word modeling. This classifier will be called global classifier. It computes for 

each model 3~ ~ of word class co i the associated probability P(YT ~i f ) .  

Table 1: Performance of the global classifier. 

[ topl [ top2 [ top3 I top4 [ top5 ...... topl0[top20 top50]topS0ltopl50 [ 
l,rrec ° 58,9% I,,,68,3%172,5% '760,4 78,2% 86,8% 93,3% 98%"""] 99,1 99,9% 
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Table 1 presents the performance of the global classifier trained on 4720 words and 
tested on 5900 other words. We point out the weakness of the recognition rate (rr,co) in 

the first choice (less than 60% in top 1). However these recognition rates is equal to 98% 
in the 50 ~ choice (top 50) and greater than 99% in the top 80. We note that from the top 
80 to the top 150 the increase of recognition rates is less than 1%. 
This classifier is used as a filter to reduce the lexicon size. It selects a set of the most 
probable word classes noted by S2 G (.O~ c .(2wora, with .Owora the set of all word 

classes): 

"~ OJ 1 E aO ; o)j E ff2word -{O)t} i f  e(yT / a~ ) ~ p(yT /,~G ) :2> O)j E "QG 

Then, the second level consider only the reduced lexicon. In order to optimize the 
combination results, we will study (in §4) the influence of the size (noted by N o) of 

r2 o on the recognition system performances. 

3. The Analytical Approach 

In cursive Arabic handwriting, a tracing is a set of characters or portions of a character 
(graphemes) attached with links. In order to describe a word as a sequence of features, 
we developed a segmentation module, described in [15], to cut tracing into graphemes. 
To stabilize the grapheme's morphologic representation, we filter out the links. In this 
way, the grapheme is restricted to the component representing its main body (Fig. 5). 

Fig. 5. Filtering of links and detection of grapheme main bodies: 

3.1 Observations vs. Graphemes 

The transfer ofa  grapheme (a shape) into an Markov Models observation (logical entity) 
is primordial phase for HMM word modeling. At this level, each grapheme is 
represented by a vector of the different measurements used by the classifier to compare 
an unknown grapheme to known ones. The decision of the observation given to each 
grapheme is made using a k nearest neighbors classifier (k-NN) [16]. 

3,2 Analytical Markovian Modeling 

The main subject of modeling is the character component. Let us remember that the 
word is a sequence of pseudo-words. We are taking into account in our model to get a 
specific Arabic handwriting. 

The modeling process is directly linked to the segmentation phase. This 
segmentation does not depend on the character as a logical entity but rather depends on 
its shape. Based on this, we go from a model per character to a model per family of 
characters (which have the same main body); which reduces the number of models from 
approximately 30 to only 18. The character model is a right-left 3 states model (Fig. 6- 
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a), and has to take into consideration all the possible segments of a character. The states 
of this model are called g-states. The transition probabilities between the different states 
are estimated on the entire database. 

0,) 
Fig. 6. (a) character model (b) Example of model for a 3-character pseudo-word (ct[38). 

A pseudo-word is a sequence of characters. The pseudo-word model can be viewed as 
a concatenation of the character models composing the word (Fig. 6-b). The segmentation 
phase depends essentially on the set of bi-grams. The segmentation engine behaves in the 
same way each time it encounters the same bi-gram in a pseudo-word. The parameter of 
interest at this level is the probability of segmentation by bi-grams. This probabilities can 
be computed over the entire database. 

The final model is a fusion of the models def'med earlier. Its states are all the 
combinations of the g-states (from character models), encountered while tagging the 
training set. 
The classifier associated, for this second level of our system, is also a ML based on these 
HMMs analytical word modeling. It is called analytical classifier, As previous, this 

classifier computes, for each candidate model ~,4 of the class co t (with coj e f2 a ), the 

associated probability e ( y  T I / A~"I ) .  

Table 2 presents the performance of this classifier tested on 5900 words. The models are 
trained on a tagged database of 4720 words. 

Vreco 

Table 2: Performances of the analytical level classifier. 

I topl  top2 top4 top5 t o p l 0 [  
81,6o/ol [ t o p 3  88,6% 92,2%[93,0% I . . . . . . . . . .  90' 4o/0 94.90/0_] 

The analysis of the main recognition errors (confusions) shows that the principal cause 
of confusions are word classes which have the same handwritten main shapes and 
which can be distinguished by diacritics (Fig. 7). 

Sidi A'fche 
I 

Sidi Hassine 

Fig. 7. Similar main shapes of the different word classes. 
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4. De c i s i on  L e v e l  a n d  R e s u l t s  

The strategy of recognition of the unknown word is composed by two levels (see Fig. 8). 
Each level is a maximum likelihood (ML) classifier. Which takes the unknown pattern 

(noted by x in the Fig. 8) as being a sequence of observation yr  =(Yl,Y2 ..... YT) 
presenting visual indices in one level and graphemes in the other level. 
We remember that the first level is ba~ed on the global approach which select a set s'2o 

of its outputs from the most probable word classes (models). 

unknow~pattem x 

SG = 1  G, G ..... SG ) ; Glob Level 

SG = ( PG (y T /'~G ) if  OgI E otherwise ~ e x i e o ~ R e d u c / i o n  / 

\ \  I 
with Noj number of  elements of the word set S2~ora ~Analyt~fal LevX~./ 

proposed word y 

Fig. 8. Combination of the two level classifiers: x is the unknown word and y is the decision 

Only the word classes a~ 1 belonging to the set S'2 o (slG ~ O) are treated by the second 

level. Each modeling level, of this system, exploits an appropriate information about the 
word being processed (different signal representation). This information 
complementarily increases the performance of the final recognition module. We use two 
methods of combination: 
In the first method, we consider that the two levels of the system are independent. The 
first level filters the word classes to give to the second level a set of candidates without 
any other information. The word is attached to the class o~k (y=cok) for which the 

model 2~ maximizes the emission probability of yt r by the second level (the analytical 

classifier): 

2~ -- arg max e( y'f 12~ ) with ~.f mod el of the class m i ~ 0 G (eq. 1) 
# 

The second method is based on the stochastically independence assumption of the 
classifiers. The global classifier gives a set of candidates with their a posteriori 

probabilities. A score S c°mb is given to each candidate co i ~.O G and which is equal to 

P (yrt/2~,2,A). Using the classifiers independence assumption, we can simplify the 

computation of the score of each candidate: S~ °~'b ~ p(yr/;~C).p(yr t /;qa) 
Finally, the word is attached to the class oJ k (y--o~k) for which maximizes the score 
after the combination of the two classifiers: 
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k = a rg  m a x  S c°mb with  S c°mb the score  o f  the class  o) i ~ .('2 G af ter  the combina t ion  (eq. 2) 
t 

0 50 100 150 2130 o 50 ~oo ~50 2o0 
b,i.ttha: o f  ITlltered clasaes l',ttrd~ o f tiltered clas.ses 

(a) : with the rule (eq. 1) (b) : with the rule (eq. 2) 

Fig. 9. The recognition rates (top 1) variation regarding to the values of N a . 

Our lexicon counts 232 different word classes (No) = 2 3 2 ) .  Let us remember that the 

models are trained on 4720 tagged words and the system performances are evaluated on 
a test set of 5900 words. The recognition strategy by combining the two classifiers 
improves the system performance in both cases (Fig 9.). The performances of the first 
combining method (eq. 1) are optimum (about 85% in top 1) for a size N 6 = 40 of .O o , 

and they decrease for high values of N o (Fig. 9-a). However, the performances of the 

second combining method are optimum (about 87% in top 1) for a value of N G superior 

to 100 filtered candidates and they remain slightly constant for highest values of N6,  

see Fig 9-b. 
These results are encouraging to undertake further research and continue such paradigm 
by ref'ming both classifiers and adding other characteristics that are intrinsic to Arabic 
handwriting. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper present two types of classifier based respectively on the global approach and 
the analytical one. These two classifiers treat about different representation of the word 
which assume a complementarily between them. The global modeling treats about the 
visual aspect of  the Arabic handwritten. However, the analytic approach models the 
word as a fusion of different levels of abstraction: the character, the pseudo-word and 
the word. A strategy of combining the two classifier is developed to use a maximum of 
information about the unknown word. This strategy improves the good recognition rate 
about 3.5% in the first choice for one method and 5.5 % for the other method which is 
based on the classifier independence assumption. These results are encouraging to 
continue the development of the recognition system in same way. 
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